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Abstract
The Texas Digital Library (TDL) is a cooperative initiative of Texas universities. One of TDL’s
core services is a federated collection of electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) from its
member schools. As this collection grew, the need for tools to manage the content exchange
from the local to the federated repository became evident. This paper presents our experiences
in adding harvesting support to the DSpace repository platform using the ORE and PMH
protocols from the Open Archives Initiative. We describe our use case for a statewide ETD
repository and the mapping of the OAI‐ORE data model to the DSpace architecture. We discuss
our implementation that adds both dissemination and harvesting functionality to the repository.
We conclude by discussing the architectural flexibility added to the TDL repository through this
project.

1. Introduction
Data exchange between repositories is a critical component for cooperative repository initiatives.
Without an automated mechanism for content interchange, state and national repository
federations encounter problems of scalability. Interoperability that includes content transmission
requires established standards for describing the structure of that content.
The Open Archive Initiative’s Object Reuse and Exchange (OAI‐ORE) [8] defines standards and
recommendations for describing and exchanging sets of digital resources. Used in combination with
a discovery protocol such as OAI’s Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI‐PMH) [3], a repository’s
content can be replicated at a remote location in a fully automatic manner.
This paper presents our experiences in adding OAI‐ORE support to the DSpace [15] repository
platform. We present our use case for the Texas Digital Library (TDL): a statewide federated
electronic thesis and dissertation (ETD) repository. We examine the mapping between the OAI‐ORE
data model and the DSpace architecture. We discuss our implementation that adds both
dissemination and harvesting support to the DSpace repository. Finally, we discuss future plans for
this project and its contribution to the open repository community.

2. Use Case
The Texas Digital Library is a consortium of public and private institutions from across the state of
Texas [4]. One of its earliest projects was the establishment of a federated collection of electronic
theses and dissertations from member institutions.

Several of TDL’s initial members had established repository projects using the DSpace platform.
Leveraging this experience, the federated repository was built on DSpace, and utilized the Manakin
interface to provide visualization and institutional branding [11][13]. However, the process of
maintaining the federated collection was tedious: every semester a new batch of ETDs from each
institution was uploaded to TDL using a script‐assisted manual process. Changes and corrections to
existing ETDs had to be replicated by hand. Within a year, this process was demonstrated to be
inflexible and unable to scale with available resources as more schools joined the system.

3. Approach
An optimal solution for these issues in a federated repository system should exhibit the following
properties:
•
•
•
•

The exchange process should be programmatic and not require manual intervention by
systems staff. Ideally, the federated collection would keep itself updated at set intervals.
The process should have the ability to distinguish existing content from new items, since
dropping and re‐importing entire collections is infeasible as the collections grow.
The process should support changes, corrections and the withdrawal of existing content, in
addition to adding new content.
The process must provide for the exchange of both metadata and objects.

3.1 Push vs. Pull Architectures
Two basic architectures exist for moving content between repositories: source‐initiated (a "push")
and destination‐initiated (a "pull"). The existing script‐driven solution is an example of the push
architecture, as would be one leveraging a deposit standard such as SWORD [1]. This has the
advantage of letting content owners control who may replicate their content and when.
However, the focus of this work is a federated collection with multiple sources of content within an
open‐access environment. In this one‐to‐many relationship, a destination‐centric architecture is
able to handle additional providers with greater flexibility. Specifically, the OAI Protocol for
Metadata Harvesting inherently satisfies many of our requirements.
An OAI‐PMH provider can be queried using a variety of parameters, allowing for selective
harvesting of its content. A harvester based on the OAI‐PMH protocol can restrict a search by date
and other criteria, allowing for retrieval of only new and updated content as well as sets restricted
to a collection or metadata format [16].
The DSpace repository platform already implements the OAI‐PMH protocol to disseminate its
content. Adding functionality that allows DSpace to harvest content using OAI‐PMH yields a
complete solution: two DSpace repositories can exchange content through an automatic and flexible
mechanism. However, OAI‐PMH was created specifically as an interchange method for metadata;
transmission of digital objects is not part of its specification. Exchange at this level requires an
additional mechanism.
3.2 Using METS
One such mechanism is the use of a packaging format to provide a complete representation of
digital objects, including both metadata and structured references to files. The Metadata Encoding

and Transmission Standard (METS) published by the Library of Congress [5] is an example of this
approach. DSpace includes both export and ingest hooks for METS, allowing DSpace items to be
encoded as METS objects. This made METS a potential solution for object interchange within the
OAI‐PMH protocol.
However, METS is primarily a packaging format and not an object exchange protocol. Without an
explicitly defined profile, METS lacks the specificity necessary to force a consistent interpretation of
the encoding. While this makes METS very versatile for encoding different object types, in the
context of repository interoperability this results in a brittle solution [17].
Furthermore, the use of METS profiles is problematic within the OAI‐PMH protocol, which uses a
content negotiation scheme based on XML namespaces. The namespace of two METS documents of
different profiles is the same, regardless of their content. There is no way to expose the profile or
other component information about a METS object through OAI‐PMH protocol without introducing
a more complex content negotiation scheme.
3.3 Using OAIORE
Whereas METS packages metadata and object references together, the alternative is to package the
object references using a specialized metadata format. The Object Reuse and Exchange protocol is a
good example of this approach. OAI‐ORE describes sets of Web resources in a standardized, concise
manner [8]. According to ORE, a resource includes any object identified by a URI and accessible
through HTTP. Other structures in OAI‐ORE are defined as a self‐referencing hierarchy of sets
called Aggregations.
In ORE terms, a DSpace repository is a set of resources. An individual DSpace item is simply a
logical subset of these resources (PDF files, images, etc.) made accessible by the repository system
and associated with metadata. ORE is specifically designed to describe the locations of and
relationships between those resources.
The descriptive metadata associated with those resources can then be obtained separately in a
format specifically designed for that purpose, for example Dublin Core or MODS. Following this
strategy for both content and descriptive metadata, we utilize the minimum amount of information
necessary to describe and transmit everything needed to recreate the item on the other end.

4. Implementation
For the aforementioned reasons, we chose ORE to augment the OAI‐PMH‐based content
dissemination in DSpace. To complete the circle we added functionality to DSpace to implement a
fully automatic content harvester. A necessary prerequisite for implementation of either
component is a formal mapping between the ORE data model and the DSpace architecture.
4.1 Mapping between OAIORE and DSpace
An effective mapping between OAI‐ORE and DSpace provides the ability to translate a DSpace Item
into an ORE Aggregation and vice versa. As mentioned in section 3.3, the primary purpose of ORE is
to describe sets of resources. The term introduced in the ORE standard for such a set is Aggregation,
and the resources it describes are called Aggregated Resources [9]. In order to represent
hierarchical structures, Aggregations themselves can be resources contained in other Aggregations.

Since an Aggregation is an abstract concept, the ORE protocol uses a Resource Map to provide a
concrete representation. The Atom syndication format [2], RDF/XML and RDFa [14] are the
suggested serialization formats for ORE Aggregations [8].
In the DSpace architecture, an item is a grouping of files and descriptive metadata. The files are
called bitstreams and are combined into abstract sets called bundles. There is always a primary
bundle called “Content”, and there may be others that store supporting files or derivative content
such as thumbnails and license text. Items are grouped into larger sets called collections (analogous
to OAI‐PMH sets), which are then further grouped into nestable containers called communities.
The mapping between the DSpace architecture and the ORE data model for items is shown in Figure
1. Each DSpace item is an ORE Aggregation; its component bitstreams are Aggregated Resources.
Moving up the DSpace hierarchy, each collection is an aggregation of items, and each community is
an aggregation of collections. A Resource Map, encoded in Atom XML format, describes these
Aggregations. The result is one Resource Map for each DSpace item, collection or community. Any
descriptive metadata is encoded outside the ORE model as described below in section 4.2.
We selected the DSpace item as the lowest level of aggregation. An alternative model would view
bundles as aggregations of bitstreams, making an item an aggregation of bundles. This model was
rejected because DSpace bundles are semantically closer to metadata than containers. DSpace
neither intends nor allows bundles to be used for structural organization of content; by default all
available content is stored in the same bundle. While a mechanism does exist to create new bundles
and use them for an arbitrary purpose, this mechanism is hidden from the end‐user and not
frequently employed. Finally, Bundles are not resources as per the OAI definition of the term: they
do not have a URI that can be addressed and thus cannot be part of the ORE hierarchy. For this
reason, bundle names and other details specific to DSpace are recorded in the optional metadata
section of the Resource Map.

Figure 1: Mapping between the DSpace architecture, ORE abstract data model and the final Resource Map serialization

4.2 Dissemination
To disseminate content DSpace must generate resource maps for items and publish them at a
persistent URI. This allows a harvester to discover and access structural information about DSpace
items and their content. One of the discovery methods suggested in the ORE documentation is to
embed Resource Maps inside an OAI‐PMH response [10].
As mentioned in section 3, DSpace implements OAI‐PMH for metadata dissemination. In this
implementation, DSpace items are represented as PMH items and DSpace collections are
represented as PMH sets. These items are delivered to the harvester as discrete records containing
a single metadata format, such as Qualified Dublin Core, RDF or METS. To implement ORE
dissemination, we added functionality to generate ORE Resource Maps and disseminate them in
PMH records as another available metadata format.
Additionally, we expanded the URL space of DSpace to provide direct access to available Resource
Maps independent of the PMH protocol. This allows ORE resources to maintain a persistent URI
regardless of the mechanism used to generate them. All generated Resource Maps—whether
contained in a PMH response or accessed directly—still point to canonical sources.
4.3 Harvesting
DSpace already provided metadata dissemination, requiring only minor modification to extend this
functionality with ORE support for object exchange. Harvesting, however, has never been part of
the DSpace platform and required a complete implementation. This required introduction of three
major components: an OAI‐ORE item importer, an OAI‐PMH harvester mechanism, and a harvest
scheduling system.
4.3.1 OAIORE item importer.
DSpace needed a way to interpret ORE Resource Maps and use them to create DSpace items. This
ingest component processes a Resource Map using the following algorithm: 1) it resolves the URIs
to any Aggregated Resources, 2) it downloads the resources from the source location, and 3) it
builds a new DSpace item, adding a new bitstream for each resource. It also scans the metadata
section of the Resource Map for DSpace‐specific information on bundle names. If that information is
available, the bitstreams are placed in their proper bundles. Otherwise, they are placed in the
default “Content” bundle.
4.3.2 OAIPMH harvester mechanism.
The item importer allows DSpace to create new items from ORE Aggregations. However, DSpace
still needed a mechanism to harvest those Aggregations from remote repositories. We extended the
collection management tools in DSpace to allow collection administrators to create harvested
collections directly from the web interface (see Figure 2). When a collection is flagged as harvested
rather than local, the administrator must provide four pieces of new information: the URL of the
remote OAI‐PMH provider; the set identifier of the target collection; the format to use for
descriptive metadata; and whether to fetch bitstreams along with the metadata.
The harvester itself operates using the following algorithm: 1) the harvest process contacts the
remote OAI‐PMH provider and verifies the harvesting settings provided by the administrator, 2) it
issues a PMH ListRecords request based on the collection’s parameters and iterates over the
results, and 3) for each record, the harvester a) creates a new DSpace item using the ORE item
importer described above, b) assigns it the handle associated with the incoming item or a new local

handle, c) issues a separate
GetRecord request to obtain the
descriptive metadata for that
item, and d) stores a copy of the
ORE resource map within the
item as a hidden bitstream.
4.3.3 Harvest scheduling system.
The harvest scheduler is
configured on the repository
level and keeps track of all
harvested collections, initiating
new harvest processes at set
intervals. This mechanism is
thread‐based, and provides for
several concurrent harvest
processes, automating the
management of the harvested
collections. Once a collection is
configured and verified for
harvesting it becomes part of
the harvesting cycle, requiring
no further input from the
administrator. However, options
to initiate a harvest manually
are still provided in all user
interfaces.

Figure 2: Collection harvesting interface in DSpace

5. Applications and Future Work
Adding harvesting functionality to DSpace considerably simplifies the task of maintaining TDL’s
federated ETD collection. The federated collection was set up as a service provider using a DSpace
instance with the new harvesting functionality. The member institutions were used as data
providers by the addition of OAI‐PMH disseminators extended with ORE support. The various
collections of ETDs were then harvested into the central federated collection.
However, the applications of this project extend beyond its initial use case. The ability to easily
harvest content from one repository to another provides the opportunity to specialize repositories
for different purposes. For example, one repository might be a DSpace instance dedicated to the
workflow of incoming ETDs using Vireo, a newly developed ETD submittal and management system
based on Manakin/DSpace[7]. The processed ETDs can then be harvested into the university’s
central repository. This avoids adding a layer of complexity and additional points of failure to the
main repository, while still providing specialized benefits to end‐users.
Automatic and efficient content harvesting provides significant architectural flexibility for a
statewide consortium such as TDL. Smaller schools within the consortium may not wish to assume
the overhead of maintaining a specialized repository instance. Automatic harvesting allows TDL to
offer a hosted Vireo service and still ensure that a copy of the collection is stored locally and

synchronized with the federated collection
at the state level (see Figure 3). This
flexibility eases the process of introducing
new schools into the system [5].
The interface can be extended to provide
functionality beyond simple federation or
mirroring. While harvesting currently takes
place between individual collections, it can
be extended to allow many‐to‐one
relationships between harvested and target
collections. Furthermore, incoming items
could be filtered on ingest based on specified
criteria, creating automatically‐generated
derivative or aggregate collections.
Finally, this harvesting scheme can be
applied for preservation purposes. By
leveraging existing backup solutions on the
Figure 3: Example of architecture with OAIORE
source repositories, geographic replication
of content can be achieved without an
additional software layer or tool such as LOCKSS [10].
This project has been submitted to the DSpace Foundation to be incorporated into a future release
of DSpace. Having completed the initial development phase and the first round of testing within
Texas, we expect to extend these tests to external data providers soon. Included in this testing will
be an evaluation of our harvester when accessing ORE Resource Maps generated by data providers
other than DSpace.
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